SAFETY GEAR

Safety Gear
A good mindset and the right
equipment are your best defenses
against accidents
was in a hurry, and I knew better, but ...” Such words
illustrate the vital point that safety is more than the
possession of knowledge or a piece of equipment. Safety is a discipline, which manifests itself in how you approach your work.
Safety means wearing personal safety equipment whenever a
hazard is present. It means setting up your shop with the proper
“engineering solutions,” as the safety experts call them, such as
miter gauges, crosscut sleds, dust-collection systems, fences and
guards. Most important, though, it means taking the time to position and use these devices every time you make a cut.
Whenever you’re in the shop, remember to follow these
safety rules:
Put on safety gear whenever a hazard is present.
Don’t rush or do any operation that seems unsafe.
Use appropriate guards, splitters, featherboards and push
sticks every time you work.
Don’t work when you’re tired or sick.
Clean as you go to keep your shop tidy.
Aime Ontario Fraser contributed to this article.

!#sedwithout safety glasses (right).
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Because noise damage to hearlng ts curnulatlve and irre-

versible, hearing protection Is needed when uslngWOMfworking machinery.
Hearfn%protecttlondevices are labeled wkh a noise
reduction rating (AIRR), whlch representstRe number of
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decibels by whkh the level of sound Is reduced. Each
manufacturer generates the NRR for I t s own product
In a mrttrofled Idbratory erwkonment In the real
world, the nobereducing effect of the NRR is far fess because
of factors such as normal wear and tear and Improper fit
Taking into coonsidsratlon the performanof various
hearing protectors, the Nattonal Institute for Occupationat
Safety and Health (IW)SH) recommends derating "3s by
the following factors: subtract 25%for earmuffs; 5 0 %

for formabte ear ptue; 70%far other ear p l u s
For intermittent use, earmuffs are a
L
g o d choice because they go
I
on and off with ease. For
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BARBED PLUGS
Barbed plugs (above and
below) are made of soft

occupation at into

the ear canal. With an
NRR Of 21 decibels to
28 decibels, they offer
less protection than
foam Plugs-
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more comfortable and offer more pro-

but with a NRR of 21 decibels to
28 decibels, the band isn't a good
choice for protection from very
loud noise.
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tection when Inserted properly. For the best p r e
tection, wearing foam plugs with your earmuffs can
increase the NRR by about 6 decibels.

CUSTOM-MADE EARPLUGS
For people who want first-rate protection,
custom plugs with an NRR of 25 decibels to
37 decibels can be the answer. Here, silicone is injected into the ear to make a mold.
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MUFFS
M u f f s are the benchmark of the industry. Most earmuffs

have an NRR of 15 decibels to 33 decibels. However,
wearingthem with safety glasses often breaks the seal
of the muffs, sacrificing their effectiveness.
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SAFETY GEAR

DISPOSABLE MASK
This mask is inexpensive and
provides suitable protection
against wood dust.

Protectors against splinters,
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cuts and carpal tunnel syndrome, work gloves come In

various materials, from cowhide and deerskin, t o cloth
and, for better grlp, dlpped
cloth. Speclal-use gloves
incorporate Kevlar to reslst
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CARTRIDGE RESPIRATOR
Cartridge-styte respirators
offer a snug seal and may
be used for protection
against dust and
aerosols.

cuts, neoprene to fight the
cold and gel pads to dampen
vlbratlon to the palms.
Though latex gloves are
a popular cholce, they offer
less protectlon agalnst the
pervasive effects of oll-based solvents than vinyl gloves.
However, neither latex nor vlnyl can offer as much protection
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Rngerless gloves are a good optlon for many generalduty
appllcatlons and are prefefable as antlvlbration gloves because
they offer increased dexterity and grlp Strmgth.
No matter what type of gloves you’re wearlng, a good flt Is

crucial to comfort-too small and you can’t wrap your flngers
around a tool, too large and
you’ll have to exert more
just to keep your grip.
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HOODED RESPIRATOR
In this battery-powered unit, air is drawn through the charcoal
canisters and pumped through the hose in the hood.

Wuadworkers commonly suffer from asthma, slnusltls, bronchltis and shortness of breath and are more likely than the
rest of the population t o contract a rare form of nssal cancer.
It doesn’t take much dust to cause problems. The American
Conference of tnduWal Hygknlsis suggesb that workers
not be exposed to more than 5 mg per cubic meter. That’s
l e s s than a teaspoon of dust in a 21-ft. by 27% room with
w. ceilings.
The nose and throat have mechanisms to exdude harmful
padcles, but those defenses aren’t capable of dealing with
particles as small as those produced by a sander. Wood dust
L bad enough, but If inhafed particles are paint, spray or toxic
solvent molecules, the effect can be worw.
To protect your nose, throat and lungs, look for a respirator
approved by NlOSH that’s appmprlate to the type of exposure
you face. Be sure that the mask fits pmperIy. If alr leaks
around the edges, the mask can’t do Its job.
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HIGH-TECH CLOTH
With spandex backs and
Kevlar stress points, these
lightweight gloves provide
the comfort and dexterity for
just about any job. :$:,
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:ATHER
-purpose gloves for
lifting, moving and striking
offer protection against splinter!and blistering. Cowhide is less
expensive and tougher than deerskin, but deerskin is more suppte.
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NITRILE
Nitrile gloves offer protection from almost
any solvent a woodworker is likely to
use, including lacquer thinner. The excep
tion is a solvent that contains
a ketone such as acetone.
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Latex gloves are
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ing dye powders and for
applying water-based
dyes. The main advantage
of disposable latex gloves
is their flexibility and feel,
which make them good
for doing detailed work.
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NEOPRENE
This is another excellent choice
for regular contact with most
solvents, including acetone.
The exception is lacquer thinner,
for which nitrile gloves are a
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VINYL
Vinyl is okay for
handling powdered dyes
d water-based solutions.
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FINGERLESS
ANTIVIBRATION
For use with sanders,
hammer drilts and
L
pneumatic tools, a softgel palm pad reduces
'
Q
vibration to the hand, and
the fingerless feature doesn't
reduce dexterity.
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A
neoprene gloves
provide a thermal
barrier between icecold weather and
workers' hands.
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DIPPED CLOTH
Close fitting and comfortable, these gloves
friction surfaces makes them
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